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Sid Hartman has been at the center of Minnesota sports for more than 60 years, getting the

inside scoop from players, coaches, owners, and his many "close personal friends." This

fascinating tell-all reveals Sid's life and career, from his days as a newspaper boy in

Minneapolis and his first scoops as a cub reporter with the Minneapolis Tribune, to his place as

a true Minnesota legend. From his controversial role as de facto general manager of the

Minneapolis Lakers to his fight to save the Twins, Sid has been in the thick of the local sports

scene at all levels. In these pages, sports fans will be privy to Sid's insight into hundreds of

events and legendary figures, from Bud Grant and Bob Knight to Kirby Puckett and Kevin

Garnett. As one of the most widely read and listened-to sports journalists in the Midwest for

over half a century, Sid's impact has been felt by fans from all walks of life, including renowned

figures such as Tom Brokaw and Walter Mondale, who called Sid "one of America's hardest-

working, most widely read sportswriters."Join Sid and his cast of thousands, and enjoy their

outrageous stories---and learn some Minnesota sports history in the process. This updated

paperback edition includes Sid's reminiscences on the past decade of Minnesota sports,

including the resurgent Twins, the rocky Vikings, and his always-beloved Gophers.

From the Back CoverSid Hartman has been at the center of Minnesota sports for more than

sixty years. From his relationship with notorious local gangster Kid Cann Blumenfeld to his

controversial role as de facto general manager of the Minneapolis Lakers to the battles for a

new Twins stadium, Sid gives the inside scoop on hundreds of events and legendary figures in

this fascinating exposé. Originally published in 1997, this updated edition of Sid Hartman’s

personal memoir includes a new epilogue with his reflections on the past ten years in

Minnesota sports, including the good (the resurgent Twins and championships for Gopher

hockey), the bad (Kirby Puckett’s death), and the ugly (the Vikings’ loss in the 1998 NFC

conference finals and the Gopher basketball scandal). Join Sid as he reveals behind-the-

scenes insight into such legendary characters as Bud Grant and Bob Knight, George Mikan

and Kirby Puckett, Billy Martin and Randy Moss, and many, many more. You’ll enjoy the

outrageous stories, and learn some Minnesota sports history in the process. Sid Hartman, the

dean of Twin Cities sports journalists, is one of the most visible, most listened-to, and most

read characters in the Upper Midwest. His first column appeared in the Minneapolis Daily

Times in September 1945, and he has been a sports announcer at WCCO Radio since 1955.

In that time, he has covered virtually every significant sports event and personality in

Minnesota. He is the author of Sid Hartman’s Great Minnesota Sports Moments. Patrick

Reusse first began working with Sid forty years ago as Sid’s copy boy at the Minneapolis

Tribune. After a twenty-year stint as Sid’s competitor at the St. Paul Pioneer Press, he rejoined

the Star Tribune sports department in 1988 as Sid’s colleague. He can be heard regularly on

KSTP Radio, am1500.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About

the AuthorSid Hartman, the dean of Twin Cities sports journalists, is one of the most visible,

most listened-to, and most read characters in the Upper Midwest. His first column appeared in

the Minneapolis Daily Times in September 1945, and he has been a sports announcer at

WCCO Radio since 1955. In that time, he has covered virtually every significant sports event

and personality in Minnesota. He is the author of Sid Hartman’s Great Minnesota Sports

Moments. Patrick Reusse first began working with Sid forty years ago as Sid’s copy boy at the



Minneapolis Tribune. After a twenty-year stint as Sid’s competitor at the St. Paul Pioneer Press,

he rejoined the Star Tribune sports department in 1988 as Sid’s colleague. He can be heard

regularly on KSTP Radio, am1500.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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The Twins players and myself have always trusted and respected Sid for being the hardest

working member of the Twin Cities media. Sid is always there. We’ve always felt comfortable

with him, and we never had to worry about him eavesdropping on a conversation and

publishing it or announcing it on the radio. I am proud to call myself one of Sid’s close personal

friends.—Kirby PuckettI first met Sid when I was playing in Minneapolis in 1938, on my way to

the big leagues. We were both young men with big dreams back then. And we both succeeded

in fulfilling those dreams. Sid has quite a story to tell in how he did it.—Ted WilliamsI grew up

on Sid Hartman columns about my Midwestern sports heroes—and I still think of him as a Hall

of Fame newspaperman.—Tom BrokawWhen Sid starts talking about his friends, you start to

wonder if it’s possible that anyone knows this many people. You know what? He does. The

stories here cover one of the largest clubs in America: Sid’s close personal friends.—Lou

HoltzI’ve made a number of visits to Minnesota, a great golf state, through the years. I’ve

discovered that you never get too far into a conversation with a Minnesotan without hearing the

name “Sid.” You never have to ask, “Sid who?” These intriguing tales from the life of a

Minnesota legend are long overdue.—Arnold PalmerSid and I have been friends since 1947,

when he helped sign me to a contract with the Minneapolis Lakers. I think he is still the best

sportswriter in the Twin Cities. If anyone ever had a book to write, it’s Sid.—George

MikanWhen you love something, it’s easy to keep going. Sid loves sports, and that’s why he’s

still going. Thankfully, he slowed down long enough to write this long overdue book.—Don

ShulaIn my days with the Vikings, we played a lot of practical jokes on Sid. He would always

say, “Wait until I write my book, Tarkenton. I’ll get you then.” Finally, Sid has written that book. It

was worth the wait.—Fran TarkentonThe last few years in the National Hockey League have

not been the same . . . without the North Stars in Minnesota, and without Sid sticking a

microphone in front of you in the locker room after a game. It’s about time the legend of

Minnesota’s press boxes wrote his book.—Wayne GretzkyThe New York tabloids spend a lot of

time congratulating themselves for digging up information. The truth is, all the New York

reporters could take a lesson from my friend Sid Hartman in Minneapolis. Finally, we get the

behind-the-scenes look at how Sid came up with all those scoops—real scoops—through the

years.—George SteinbrennerSid Hartman has not thrived as a reporter for over five decades

by settling for hearsay. Sid talks to the people involved, asks questions, and writes with genuine

knowledge. More than anything, this is the story of a great reporter.—Bob KnightThere is only

one sports institution in Minnesota that pre-dates the Vikings and Twins, and that’s Sid

Hartman. For half a century, Sid has been the lighthouse illuminating the world of sports in the

Twin Cities. He is one thing all Minnesota sports fans have in common. The rule of thumb for

anyone in sports needing to know what’s going on in Minnesota is this: call Sid. His knowledge,

contacts, reporting skills, and style have made his column and radio show fixtures on the

Minnesota sports scene for decades. He’s been a great friend to sports and a best friend to

sports fans. His story is the complete story of Minnesota sports in the second half of the

twentieth century, and it’s a fascinating one. What kind of guy is he? Sid’s the type of person

that if he called and asked you to join him for chicken dinner at a sports banquet in the

basement of a church, you would immediately reach for the airline guide. I know. I did it in 1993.

The Twins players and myself have always trusted and respected Sid for being the hardest

working member of the Twin Cities media. Sid is always there. We’ve always felt comfortable

with him, and we never had to worry about him eavesdropping on a conversation and



publishing it or announcing it on the radio. I am proud to call myself one of Sid’s close personal

friends.—Kirby PuckettI first met Sid when I was playing in Minneapolis in 1938, on my way to

the big leagues. We were both young men with big dreams back then. And we both succeeded

in fulfilling those dreams. Sid has quite a story to tell in how he did it.—Ted WilliamsI grew up

on Sid Hartman columns about my Midwestern sports heroes—and I still think of him as a Hall

of Fame newspaperman.—Tom BrokawWhen Sid starts talking about his friends, you start to

wonder if it’s possible that anyone knows this many people. You know what? He does. The

stories here cover one of the largest clubs in America: Sid’s close personal friends.—Lou

HoltzI’ve made a number of visits to Minnesota, a great golf state, through the years. I’ve

discovered that you never get too far into a conversation with a Minnesotan without hearing the

name “Sid.” You never have to ask, “Sid who?” These intriguing tales from the life of a

Minnesota legend are long overdue.—Arnold PalmerSid and I have been friends since 1947,

when he helped sign me to a contract with the Minneapolis Lakers. I think he is still the best

sportswriter in the Twin Cities. If anyone ever had a book to write, it’s Sid.—George

MikanWhen you love something, it’s easy to keep going. Sid loves sports, and that’s why he’s

still going. Thankfully, he slowed down long enough to write this long overdue book.—Don

ShulaIn my days with the Vikings, we played a lot of practical jokes on Sid. He would always

say, “Wait until I write my book, Tarkenton. I’ll get you then.” Finally, Sid has written that book. It

was worth the wait.—Fran TarkentonThe last few years in the National Hockey League have

not been the same . . . without the North Stars in Minnesota, and without Sid sticking a

microphone in front of you in the locker room after a game. It’s about time the legend of

Minnesota’s press boxes wrote his book.—Wayne GretzkyThe New York tabloids spend a lot of

time congratulating themselves for digging up information. The truth is, all the New York

reporters could take a lesson from my friend Sid Hartman in Minneapolis. Finally, we get the

behind-the-scenes look at how Sid came up with all those scoops—real scoops—through the

years.—George SteinbrennerSid Hartman has not thrived as a reporter for over five decades

by settling for hearsay. Sid talks to the people involved, asks questions, and writes with genuine

knowledge. More than anything, this is the story of a great reporter.—Bob KnightThere is only

one sports institution in Minnesota that pre-dates the Vikings and Twins, and that’s Sid

Hartman. For half a century, Sid has been the lighthouse illuminating the world of sports in the

Twin Cities. He is one thing all Minnesota sports fans have in common. The rule of thumb for

anyone in sports needing to know what’s going on in Minnesota is this: call Sid. His knowledge,

contacts, reporting skills, and style have made his column and radio show fixtures on the

Minnesota sports scene for decades. He’s been a great friend to sports and a best friend to

sports fans. His story is the complete story of Minnesota sports in the second half of the

twentieth century, and it’s a fascinating one. What kind of guy is he? Sid’s the type of person

that if he called and asked you to join him for chicken dinner at a sports banquet in the

basement of a church, you would immediately reach for the airline guide. I know. I did it in 1993.

—NFL Commissioner Paul TagliabueSid is more than a sportswriter. He is a passionate

advocate for the Twin Cities and Minnesota. Sid helped build a solid foundation for the NBA as

an executive with the Minneapolis Lakers, the Chicago Zephyrs, and the Baltimore Bullets.

Today, he remains an ardent chronicler for the home state and all of its teams—the

Timberwolves, Twins, Vikings, and Gophers.—NBA Commissioner David SternJimmy Carter

was a great peacemaker when as president he got Israel’s Menachem Begin and Egypt’s

Anwar el-Sadat together, but Carter was no greater than Sid Hartman when he tried hard and

succeeded to a point in getting me and George Steinbrenner together. Sid is a legend among

all ex-Gophers who grew up with him.—Dave WinfieldSid Hartman has been one of America’s



hardest working, most widely read sportswriters for many years. Hubert Humphrey always said

that the morning paper isn’t finished until Sid’s column has been read.—Walter F. MondaleThis

book is Sid-sational! Hartman takes us behind the scenes into the dugout and on the bench

with the greats of sports. Beyond a doubt, he has a rare, uncanny talent of being in the right

place at the right time with all the right people. This is much, much more than jock talk: This is

a genuine piece of sports history. Finally I know who’s inside that Goldie Gopher suit . . . it’s Sid

with his heart of pure Minnesota gold!—Harvey MackayFrom Ahmad to Zoilo and all points in

between, Sid Hartman has chronicled sports in Minnesota—and beyond. He, like many of the

great athletes he’s known and covered, is a Minnesota institution.—Bob Costas
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sports fans. His story is the complete story of Minnesota sports in the second half of the
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and Patrick Reusse. (Photo © Brian Peterson)Sid!The Sports Legends,the Inside Scoops, and

theClose Personal FriendsBy Sid Hartmanwith Patrick ReusseForewords by Bud Grant and

Bob KnightVoyageur Press To my mother and father, Celia and Jack

HartmanAcknowledgmentsIt was Steve Cannon who coined the term about me and my “close

personal friends.” This all started when I had a radio show on WCCO called Sports Hero, and

through my various contacts, I was able to locate people like Muhammad Ali, Joe Frazier, Jack

Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris, Wayne Gretzky, and

many other big names. One thing I learned many years ago from my close personal friend at

the Minneapolis Tribune, Mark Cox, was that if someone does you a favor and goes out of their

way to be interviewed, you show your appreciation by writing a letter of thanks, and I have

done this all of my life. This acknowledgments is my letter of thanks to the people who have

helped make this book possible.I want to thank everybody mentioned in this book for being a

friend and allowing me to do a job that I love and look forward to doing every single day of the

year. I remember my third-grade teacher at Minneapolis’s Harrison Grade School at Fifth and

Irving who told the class one day, “I wish you guys would quit looking at the clock all the time

and not be so anxious to have the school day end. Your ambition in life should be to get a job

where the time you spend working is not a factor, one that you enjoy so much that hours you

put in don’t mean a thing.”I can’t help but to think how lucky I was to get downtown at age nine

to sell newspapers and get the opportunity to meet Dick Cullum and Charlie Johnson who gave

me the chance to be a sports writer.There have been three editors at the newspaper who have

been very important to me: David Silverman, who played a big part in getting me hired at the

Tribune when the Star and Tribune merged; and current Publisher Joel Kramer and current

Editor Tim McGuire who have tolerated me and provided me with many opportunities.I also

want to thank Larry Haeg and Phil Lewis for giving me the opportunity to do all the pregame

shows and other shows on WCCO Radio.I want to thank Mrs. Julie Michaelson, the



Minneapolis Lincoln Junior High English teacher who gave me a chance to write on the Lincoln

Life school newspaper and got me started on my career.Thanks to Harvey Mackay for his input

and chance to use his know-how and experience in book publishing.I have always said that

Patrick Reusse is as good a columnist as there is in the entire USA, and I can’t thank him

enough for the great job he did in putting this book together. Without him, it would not have

happened.Thanks also to Star Tribune photographer Brian Peterson for all of his photography

work on the book.Finally, thanks to Michael Dregni as well as Dave Hohman, Tom Lebovsky,

and all the others at Voyageur Press who have made this book a success.—Sid HartmanMy

thanks to: Judd Zulgad, a sports copy editor at the Minneapolis Star Tribune, who contributed

research and suggestions to this book. My wife, Kathleen Dillon, who read the chapters of this

book in their raw form, offering many helpful suggestions. I would also like to thank Bernice

Shafer, Sid’s sister; Al Rubinger, Sid’s business partner; and Bud Grant, Sid’s longtime friend,

for the insights that provided much assistance in writing this book.—Patrick

ReusseContents Foreword by Bud Grant Foreword by Bob Knight Preface by Patrick

ReusseChapter 1Getting the ScoopChapter 2The North Side and Newspaper AlleyChapter

3Breaking into the BusinessChapter 4A Reporter’s First LoveChapter 5Running the

LakersChapter 6Becoming Big LeagueChapter 7Calvin and the TwinsChapter 8Max Winter

and the VikingsChapter 9Bud GrantChapter 10The Vikings’ TownChapter 11Building the

MetrodomeChapter 12Lou HoltzChapter 13From Buyout to the World SeriesChapter 14Sports

Capital of the WorldChapter 15The Hockey StateChapter 16Hoops: Almost a CareerChapter

17The Final FourChapter 18Halsey, Cedric, and ’CCOChapter 19Close Personal

FriendsChapter 20The Private Side of LifeChapter 21JottingsChapter 22They

Say Epilogue IndexBud Grant’s Hall of Fame induction, 1993I had the great honor of

presenting Bud Grant at his induction into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio. We

have been friends since his days as a Gopher football and baseball player, as a Lakers player,

coaching Canadian football, and through his years coaching the Minnesota Vikings.Foreword

byBud GrantAfter graduating from Central High in Superior, Wisconsin, I joined the Navy. I was

assigned to the Great Lakes Naval Base in Chicago, where I played football for coach Paul

Brown and basketball for coach Weeb Ewbank.I went to the University of Minnesota after

World War II. At the time, Sid Hartman was a young reporter covering the Gophers for the

Minneapolis Times. Sid was such a presence around Bernie Bierman’s postwar football team

that the players composed a ditty that went like this: “Bernie loves us, yes we know, ’cause Sid

Hartman tells us so.” The players would sing that when Sid appeared in the locker room. I don’t

know what Bierman thought, but we had fun with it.Sid was a young reporter, and most of us

were older college athletes because we had been in the service. The age difference was not

great, and Sid was more a friend to the players than he was a reporter.Sid became one of my

closest friends at that time and that has not changed. As an athlete, a coach, and a friend, I

have observed the man doing his job for more than fifty years. Several times during our lives, I

have said, “Sid, do you want to triple your salary at the newspaper?”He would look at me

quizzically and say, “Sure.”I would tell him, “Then, you have to quit your job. Once you do that,

the editors will call you in and say, ‘We can’t lose you, Sid. What do we have to do to keep

you?’ That’s when you say, ‘The only way I’m coming back is if you triple my salary.’ The

newspaper would have no choice but to agree because it has to have you. The editors know

that.”Sid would look at me like I was crazy and say, “I can’t do that.”Most of us who were young

men going to college and playing sports in the 1940s have gone through our working lives and

are retired. We are hunting and fishing, or we have moved to Arizona to play golf. And that’s

why it’s amazing that Sid’s presence is greater than ever in the Twin Cities, in Minnesota, and



in the Upper Midwest. His column is still the first thing people turn to four days a week in the

Star Tribune. His standing as a radio personality is greater than ever. And now you see him on

television all the time.I don’t know how a book about Sid Hartman could be written. If you start

all the way back when he was a nine-year-old kid delivering newspapers and go to the present

day, the life story of Sid would contain more volumes than the Winston Churchill memoirs.A

remarkable fact about Sid is that he has gotten where he is without much support. He did not

inherit anything. He was not handed anything. He had a serious relationship with a woman

when he was in his late thirties and it ended tragically with her death. It was a difficult portion of

Sid’s life.When Sid did get married, it was only for several years. It has only been in recent

times that Sid has had a family circle for support. That family includes his two kids, Chris and

Chad, Chad’s wife, Kathleen, and four grandkids. When he was climbing the ladder of success,

Sid was on his own.I really haven’t seen that many changes in Sid in our decades of friendship.

That’s what happens when you grow up with somebody. They never age and you never age.

You have a background of experiences that make you ageless to one another. To this day, the

conversation, the banter, is similar to what it was when I was an athlete at Minnesota and we

were going out to dinner after I was finished with football or basketball practice.If there has

been a change, it is that in the forties and fifties, Sid did not have varied interests. He had the

newspaper, the Gophers, and his involvement with the Minneapolis Lakers. Now, he is involved

in everything—newspaper, radio, television, all the professional teams, business, family.For

many years, Sid’s column was strictly notes. Little opinion would make its way into the column. I

was privy to his opinions from seeing him every day, and he would express those opinions

forcefully at dinner, when he came into my Vikings office, when we talked on the phone.Now,

the whole world is privy to Sid’s opinions. He puts more of those opinions in his newspaper

column. A huge number of people hear those opinions daily on radio and television. Sid hasn’t

really changed; it’s just that the audience for his opinions has increased from his close

personal friends to most everyone who reads a newspaper or turns on a radio or television.All

of us are interested in promoting our friends and in promoting what we think is best for the area

of the country where we live. Most people are reserved about it. They prefer to work behind the

scenes to promote the things that are important to their friends and community. Even if we are

public with our opinions, there is a tendency to express those things quietly—to attempt to

sway the other side through rational discussion.Not Sid. His opinions are strong and so are his

emotions. He is a town crier. He shouts from the roof tops. He is brash and boisterous and,

invariably, that will offend people. Sid’s motive is not to be nasty. He expresses his opinions so

emphatically out of a sense that he is doing right, out of a sense of loyalty to his friends, to his

cause, to his university.There is no better example of Sid’s loyalty than his love for the

University of Minnesota. His formal education ended when he dropped out of Minneapolis’s

North High as a junior, but Minnesota is still Sid’s university. No one wants that university to be

great more than Sid.And it is not just sports. It sickened Sid when the university fired Dr. John

Najarian as its chief of surgery. It sickened Sid when the university—and his newspaper, the

Star Tribune—dragged Dr. Najarian, a man he has looked at as a hero, a saver of lives, through

the mud.I coached the Vikings for eighteen seasons. Jerry Burns, another of Sid’s closest

friends, coached the Vikings for six seasons. I know that Sid lived and died with our teams—

partly because he wants every Minnesota team to win, but more because the success and well-

being of friends and family are the two most important things in the world to Sid.As strong as

that attachment has been to the Vikings, the source of unquestioned loyalty and eternal hope

for Sid is Gophers football. He celebrated when the Twins won two World Series. He suffered

with our Super Bowl losses. Yet nothing would cause more celebration with Sid than a return to



the Rose Bowl or a national championship for the Gophers, and nothing on his sports beat has

caused more suffering with Sid than the university’s long struggle to re-establish a winning

football program.Every coach the Gophers have brought in was sure to be the person to get

the job done. Cal Stoll. Joe Salem. Lou Holtz. John Gutekunst. Jim Wacker. Sid believed fully in

all of them, that they would take the team to the top. And now Sid is 100 percent sure that Glen

Mason, hired before the 1997 season, is going to be the man to do it. I hope Mason is the

person who will take the Gophers back to the Rose Bowl—not so much because I’m an old

Gopher, but because of the reward it would be to my friend Sid after all the years of faith and

suffering.Coming on as strong as he does with his opinions is also an example of Sid’s

competitiveness. That word is used in sports more than in any endeavor. That is because

competitiveness manifests itself so clearly on an athletic field. Most people do not have an

outlet to display their competitiveness as do athletes and coaches.

Foreword byBud GrantAfter graduating from Central High in Superior, Wisconsin, I joined the

Navy. I was assigned to the Great Lakes Naval Base in Chicago, where I played football for

coach Paul Brown and basketball for coach Weeb Ewbank.I went to the University of

Minnesota after World War II. At the time, Sid Hartman was a young reporter covering the

Gophers for the Minneapolis Times. Sid was such a presence around Bernie Bierman’s

postwar football team that the players composed a ditty that went like this: “Bernie loves us,

yes we know, ’cause Sid Hartman tells us so.” The players would sing that when Sid appeared

in the locker room. I don’t know what Bierman thought, but we had fun with it.Sid was a young

reporter, and most of us were older college athletes because we had been in the service. The

age difference was not great, and Sid was more a friend to the players than he was a

reporter.Sid became one of my closest friends at that time and that has not changed. As an

athlete, a coach, and a friend, I have observed the man doing his job for more than fifty years.

Several times during our lives, I have said, “Sid, do you want to triple your salary at the

newspaper?”He would look at me quizzically and say, “Sure.”I would tell him, “Then, you have

to quit your job. Once you do that, the editors will call you in and say, ‘We can’t lose you, Sid.

What do we have to do to keep you?’ That’s when you say, ‘The only way I’m coming back is if

you triple my salary.’ The newspaper would have no choice but to agree because it has to have

you. The editors know that.”Sid would look at me like I was crazy and say, “I can’t do that.”Most

of us who were young men going to college and playing sports in the 1940s have gone through

our working lives and are retired. We are hunting and fishing, or we have moved to Arizona to

play golf. And that’s why it’s amazing that Sid’s presence is greater than ever in the Twin Cities,

in Minnesota, and in the Upper Midwest. His column is still the first thing people turn to four

days a week in the Star Tribune. His standing as a radio personality is greater than ever. And

now you see him on television all the time.I don’t know how a book about Sid Hartman could

be written. If you start all the way back when he was a nine-year-old kid delivering newspapers

and go to the present day, the life story of Sid would contain more volumes than the Winston

Churchill memoirs.A remarkable fact about Sid is that he has gotten where he is without much

support. He did not inherit anything. He was not handed anything. He had a serious

relationship with a woman when he was in his late thirties and it ended tragically with her

death. It was a difficult portion of Sid’s life.When Sid did get married, it was only for several

years. It has only been in recent times that Sid has had a family circle for support. That family

includes his two kids, Chris and Chad, Chad’s wife, Kathleen, and four grandkids. When he

was climbing the ladder of success, Sid was on his own.I really haven’t seen that many

changes in Sid in our decades of friendship. That’s what happens when you grow up with



somebody. They never age and you never age. You have a background of experiences that

make you ageless to one another. To this day, the conversation, the banter, is similar to what it

was when I was an athlete at Minnesota and we were going out to dinner after I was finished

with football or basketball practice.If there has been a change, it is that in the forties and fifties,

Sid did not have varied interests. He had the newspaper, the Gophers, and his involvement

with the Minneapolis Lakers. Now, he is involved in everything—newspaper, radio, television, all

the professional teams, business, family.For many years, Sid’s column was strictly notes. Little

opinion would make its way into the column. I was privy to his opinions from seeing him every

day, and he would express those opinions forcefully at dinner, when he came into my Vikings

office, when we talked on the phone.Now, the whole world is privy to Sid’s opinions. He puts

more of those opinions in his newspaper column. A huge number of people hear those

opinions daily on radio and television. Sid hasn’t really changed; it’s just that the audience for

his opinions has increased from his close personal friends to most everyone who reads a

newspaper or turns on a radio or television.All of us are interested in promoting our friends and

in promoting what we think is best for the area of the country where we live. Most people are

reserved about it. They prefer to work behind the scenes to promote the things that are

important to their friends and community. Even if we are public with our opinions, there is a

tendency to express those things quietly—to attempt to sway the other side through rational

discussion.Not Sid. His opinions are strong and so are his emotions. He is a town crier. He

shouts from the roof tops. He is brash and boisterous and, invariably, that will offend people.

Sid’s motive is not to be nasty. He expresses his opinions so emphatically out of a sense that

he is doing right, out of a sense of loyalty to his friends, to his cause, to his university.There is

no better example of Sid’s loyalty than his love for the University of Minnesota. His formal

education ended when he dropped out of Minneapolis’s North High as a junior, but Minnesota

is still Sid’s university. No one wants that university to be great more than Sid.And it is not just

sports. It sickened Sid when the university fired Dr. John Najarian as its chief of surgery. It

sickened Sid when the university—and his newspaper, the Star Tribune—dragged Dr. Najarian,

a man he has looked at as a hero, a saver of lives, through the mud.I coached the Vikings for

eighteen seasons. Jerry Burns, another of Sid’s closest friends, coached the Vikings for six

seasons. I know that Sid lived and died with our teams—partly because he wants every

Minnesota team to win, but more because the success and well-being of friends and family are

the two most important things in the world to Sid.As strong as that attachment has been to the

Vikings, the source of unquestioned loyalty and eternal hope for Sid is Gophers football. He

celebrated when the Twins won two World Series. He suffered with our Super Bowl losses. Yet

nothing would cause more celebration with Sid than a return to the Rose Bowl or a national

championship for the Gophers, and nothing on his sports beat has caused more suffering with

Sid than the university’s long struggle to re-establish a winning football program.Every coach

the Gophers have brought in was sure to be the person to get the job done. Cal Stoll. Joe

Salem. Lou Holtz. John Gutekunst. Jim Wacker. Sid believed fully in all of them, that they would

take the team to the top. And now Sid is 100 percent sure that Glen Mason, hired before the

1997 season, is going to be the man to do it. I hope Mason is the person who will take the

Gophers back to the Rose Bowl—not so much because I’m an old Gopher, but because of the

reward it would be to my friend Sid after all the years of faith and suffering.Coming on as

strong as he does with his opinions is also an example of Sid’s competitiveness. That word is

used in sports more than in any endeavor. That is because competitiveness manifests itself so

clearly on an athletic field. Most people do not have an outlet to display their competitiveness

as do athletes and coaches.The truth is, after all my years of being involved with athletes, I



believe Sid might have as competitive a nature as anyone I have met. There is no doubt if Sid

had the body and the coordination, he would have been one of the all-time greats as an

athlete. Sid did not have those things. All he had was the nature—and heart—of a competitor.

And he took that with him to the newspaper business.After I would finish basketball practice at

the university or with the Lakers, Sid would wait around and we would go out to dinner. By the

time that was over, it would be 9:30 or 10 P.M. We then would have to drive to the newspaper

and get an early edition. His eyes would race through the sports section to make sure no one

had scooped him on a story or a note. Sid did not want to be scooped, even if it was by a

reporter from his own paper.Sid had the toughest job of anyone at the paper. Other

sportswriters could get one topic, one idea, and turn it into that day’s column or that day’s

article. Sid did not have that ability. Sid was not a writer—he was a reporter, a collector of

information. Every day, he had to come up with fifteen or twenty stories, not just one.Sid’s goal

has not changed from the first day I met him: Every time he writes a column, he wants to have

something in there that nobody else has. And when someone else has a scoop or a story, he is

devastated. Sid reacts to that the same way a great coach or great athlete reacts to defeat.

That’s why I describe Sid as one of the top competitors I have known.Relaxation has always

been something that Sid can only take in limited doses. When I was at the university, Sid got to

know my folks well. Sid and my dad, Harry, became buddies. If Sid and I both had a day off, we

would often drive to Superior to see my folks. For Sid, that trip was a lot of fun. But it was only

fun for a limited time. After a few hours, Sid would start getting nervous that something might

be going on in the Twin Cities—that another reporter might be getting a scoop—and we would

have to get back, usually the same night.A number of years ago, Sid bought a house on the St.

Croix River. This was perfect for Sid: A place to relax that was conveniently located so he could

get back to town and be involved in the turmoil of the sports scene the next morning.Sid

bought the house to enjoy. It became a passion for him. Rather than relaxing, Sid undertook

constant improvements—adding rooms, remodeling, building a crow’s nest that would give him

a better view of the river than any of his neighbors. Sid’s relaxation home has become non-stop

haggling—haggling with the grounds-keepers, haggling with the contractors, haggling with

local government over ordinances. Sid could not stand the idea of being out there with nothing

to do but relax. The fact that he has had to haggle to get this showplace on the river is what

gives Sid the satisfaction in having it. When he gets sports, political, and community leaders

out there for one of his famous summer parties, Sid always wants to have a new room, a new

something, to show them.I have spent a lot of time with Sid in cars, on those rides to Superior,

driving around the Twin Cities. It has been an amazing experience. I don’t think Sid has any

idea how these machines work. He knows that they require gas, but I doubt he knows why.We

were in Superior on New Year’s Eve many years ago. At Sid’s insistence, we started back to

the Twin Cities after midnight. The freeway was not yet through to Duluth, so we were on the

old highway, skirting Moose Lake, Askov, and all those small towns. It was 2 A.M. and there

was not another car on the road. And then we had a flat tire. It was 15 or 20 below that night.

Sid went into an absolute panic. He was certain we were going to die—that our bodies would

be found frozen the next morning.I said, “This is not a problem, Sid. I can change a flat tire.”We

opened the trunk. Of course, there was no spare. Sid had loaned his car to a friend who had a

flat, used the spare, and neglected to tell Sid to get another one. Either that, or the friend told

him and Sid did not know what he was talking about.Sid was in a real panic now. He saw a light

in the distance and started charging toward it. He stepped into a snow-covered ditch and was

up to his arms in snow.There was a small town off on a side road. We walked to the town. It

was 3 A.M. and there was no sign of life. We found the town cop and he took us to the house



where the service station owner lived. He was not going to get up. Finally, Sid had to give the

guy $100 to come out and change the tire.More than anything, that’s what Sid remembers

about the story—the guy holding him up for the 100 bucks. That was one haggle Sid lost.An

amazing number of people in the sports business—the biggest names in baseball, football,

basketball, and hockey over the past fifty years—share a loyal friendship with Sid. It’s a

phenomenon, really, because sportswriters and coaches and athletes are rivals in many ways.

A reporter’s job is to try to find out things that, often, you do not necessarily want the reporter

to know.No sportswriter in history has broken as many big stories in his lifetime as Sid

Hartman. Yet Sid never broke one of those stories after giving someone his word that it was off

the record. Many reporters will be told something off the record, report it anyway, and then offer

the excuse to the source: “Well, I heard it from someone else.”Coaches, athletes, and team

officials see through that. They soon discover if a reporter can be trusted. Sid always could be

trusted. If you said to him, “This is off the record,” there were no games played. With Sid, it was

always important to know what was going to happen, even if he knew he could not write

it.When I’m with other sports people, the conversation often turns to Sid. I’ve asked people, “I

know why I’m close to Sid. We go back to 1946 at the University of Minnesota. Why do you

have a friendship with Sid?”The answer is always the same: Integrity. They all know that, even

though getting the story is more important to Sid than to any reporter in the country, it is not

important enough to betray a friend.In 1993, I was voted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in

Canton, Ohio. It was not something I was counting on, but it was appreciated. One ritual at the

Hall of Fame is to have a “presenter” to make a short speech to introduce the individual being

inducted. The inductee then follows with his speech. The ceremony takes place on the front

steps of the Hall of Fame museum on a Saturday in the middle of summer.Sid called one day

to ask who would be presenting me at the Hall of Fame. There was no ulterior motive in this

call, other than he wanted to get the note in his column first.Sid asked and I said, “It’s going to

be you, Sid.”He said, “Seriously, who is it going to be?”And when I said, “You, Sid,” there was a

pause.He said, “That would be nice. But you don’t have to do that, Bud.”You never know if an

honor is going to come. But if it did, I knew Sid was going to be the presenter. All along, I told

my wife, Pat, that Sid would be the guy. She was the only one I mentioned it to, because you

don’t talk about something like the Hall of Fame before it happens.Sid was concerned. He was

nervous that the speech might not contain all that he wanted it to contain. He wanted to make

mention of Jim Finks, our mutual friend from the Vikings, who had died from lung cancer.I

thought Sid did a good job. That was the most important thing to him, although not to me. I

chose Sid because of a lifetime friendship and respect. And I chose Sid because I knew he

would enjoy being part of that weekend—being around all those people, riding in the

convertible with us during the parade—more than anyone else who had been important in my

life.I enjoyed that weekend immensely. My family was there, obviously. My kids have all grown

up with Sid around. For the Grant family, it was important to have Sid there. I enjoyed that

weekend as much for the happiness I saw in Sid as I enjoyed it for myself.Foreword byBob

KnightWhen I think of Sid Hartman, there are two distinct impressions: First, Sid as a news

reporter, and second, Sid as a friend and a person I’ve known for a long time.In sports, we

always use the term “professional” to describe somebody who has ascended to the top of a

particular sport—he’s a professional ballplayer, she’s a professional golfer. This indicates that

an athlete has risen above the vast majority of people who take part in a particular sport,

somebody who has risen considerably above the norm.If you apply that word to sports

reporting, there are only a handful of sports writers in history who could be thought of as

professionals. Sid Hartman is one. There is nobody I’ve known in the thirtysome years that I’ve



been involved with college basketball who has worked harder, put in more effort, and has been

more concerned about bringing sports news to his community than Sid.Sid’s coverage of

sports for the Minneapolis community has involved a wider range of events to discuss and

analyze than any sportswriter in the country. What has impressed me the most about Sid and

his ability to report on so many different sports has been the honesty, integrity, and concern

that he has shown to the people that he is discussing, analyzing, or interviewing.Sid is able to

pick up the telephone and call more people in sports than any writer in the country. The reason

is simple: Any sports figure who has dealt with Sid looks on him as being the epitome of

honesty and accuracy in a field where those two ingredients are not particularly prevalent. I

know Sid to be able to get ahold of people from Vince Lombardi to Roger Maris when they

would not accept calls from anyone else. This to me is the greatest example of the way the

sports world feels about the man.By dealing with people in such a professional manner, Sid

has been able to provide more information to readers of one of his columns or listeners to a

thirty-minute radio show than most sports reporters can provide in a month.That is the type of

professional relationship I have with Sid as a sports reporter—one based on honesty and

accuracy.Sid’s concern for others shows up in our personal friendship. He has given much of

his time, effort, and money to help people in and out of the sports world.It has been a special

privilege to have Sid Hartman as a friend for most of my career as a college basketball coach.

His concern in difficult times over the years has been something that I have appreciated

greatly. No one I have known—in or out of sports—understands the meaning of friendship

more than Sid.The people of Minnesota have been extremely fortunate in having a man like

Sid in the forefront of sports reporting in their state for more than fifty years. Sid has always felt

that his main responsibility has been to provide readers and listeners with an honest and

accurate accounting of what is going on in the world of sports.I’m much more fortunate than

Sid’s readers and listeners because, for over thirty of those years, I’ve had him as a friend. The

friendship we have maintained is all the more remarkable because of Sid’s chosen field of

endeavor.Preface byPatrick ReusseMy father, Richard Reusse, was both the undertaker and a

booster of town-team baseball in Fulda, Minnesota. Through the baseball hobby, Richard was

able to meet Ted Peterson, the grand gentleman who covered outstate Minnesota sports—high

schools and amateur baseball—for the Minneapolis Tribune.Years passed, and late in the

summer of 1963, Richard was able to use his familiarity with Ted to get me a job as a copy boy

in the sports department. I started by answering phones on the nights of heavy high school

action and soon was working three or four nights per week. I still was able to find those two

hours per week to dedicate to studying for freshman classes at the University of Minnesota. It

was a young man’s beer-drinking time that was being reduced by this increased workload.Sid

Hartman was the boss of the Tribune sports department. His column—“Hartman’s Roundup”—

would appear six mornings per week, and yet he had time to serve as sports editor on a hands-

on, daily basis. Sid would do this by making his reporting rounds during the day, then entering

the Tribune newsroom as would a tornado at around 4:30 P.M. every day. Sid would consult

with either Louie Greene or Bob Sorenson, the people who ran the sports copy desk and made

up the paper, and decide what would be in the next morning’s Tribune and how it would be

displayed.The fact he was involved in this whirlwind existence—reporting, writing a column,

running the department, doing the coaches shows and other duties for WCCO Radio—did not

prevent Sid from monitoring the work habits of the most lowly mammals in the newsroom, the

copy boys.I was scheduled to work on a Sunday in the summer of ’64. The morning broke blue

and warm, and the lure of this beautiful day became too strong to resist. On summer days such

as this, the raucous youth of Prior Lake would invariably get custody of a keg of beer, take it to



the pasture of a tolerant area farmer, then spend several hours slurping tepid, sudsy brew and

talking smart.Such a pasture party was scheduled on this beautiful Sunday, and I made the

only decision that seemed logical to a nineteen-year-old: I called the Tribune early in the

afternoon, leaving a message that I was sick and would not be able to report for my shift that

was scheduled to start at 5 P.M.A couple of hours later, the farmer and owner of the pasture

where the beer drinking was taking place came driving up the dirt road. He stopped near the

keg and said: “Is Pat Reusse here?”Figuring a calamity might have occurred in my immediate

family, I confessed to being there. “Sid Hartman wants you to call him at the Tribune sports

department,” the farmer said. “And he also is going to call me back, to verify that you have

received this message.”I reported for work within fifteen minutes of my scheduled starting time.

I never again called in sick—not even if I was sick—during my remaining months as a Tribune

copy boy. And, from the spectacular summer day in 1964 when the farmer’s vehicle came

charging up the path in a cloud of dust, I have never doubted Mr. Hartman when he says: “I can

find anyone on the telephone. If I don’t know where someone is, I know someone who will

know where he is.”
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Michael P. Weber, “100 Years of Stories. Sid Hartman was a legendary figure, but that legend

needs to spread out from the Twin Cities. The problem is he spent his whole life there, but why

wouldn’t he? He worked for various newspapers and on WCCO radio. 100 years with no rest!”

Neal E., “How could he do all of these things ?. Sid, is a legend ... the story is interesting .... he

did a lot of things and it is all here. How can you go wrong. He's 93 and still writing for the

StarTribune.”

Anthony, “Excellent. Exactly what I wanted”

S. Hborg, “Five Stars. Great book even if written 20 yrs ago”

MinnMan, “Very good book about the Sport Legend. Very good book about the Sport Legend. I

particularly enjoy the part of Sid's younger  years in North Minneapolis.”

The book by Sid Hartman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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